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Abstract
In this article, it is shown that the largest partial linear complex of PG(3; q) that is not
contained in a linear complex has q3 + 3 lines. We also show that such an inextendable partial
linear complex of size q3 + 3 is projectively unique except in the case q = 3.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A linear complex of PG(3; q) is the set of the singular lines of a symplectic polarity
in PG(3; q). This structure is also characterized uniquely as a set of q3 + q2 + q + 1
lines with the properties that every plane contains exactly q + 1 concurrent lines of
the set and that every point lies on exactly q+ 1 coplanar lines of the set. Under the
Klein correspondence, the linear complexes correspond to the non-tangent hyperplane
sections of the Klein quadric in PG(5; q) [5].
A partial linear complex of PG(3; q) is a set B of lines with the properties that for
every plane, the lines of B in that plane are concurrent and that for every point the
lines of B on this point lie in a common plane. Since every plane contains at most q+1
lines of a partial linear complex, a partial linear complex has at most q3 + q2 + q+ 1
lines. A linear complex is the unique example of a partial linear complex with this
maximal number of lines [2].
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A partial linear complex of PG(3; q) is called complete when it cannot be extended
to a larger partial linear complex.
We are interested in the characterization of the largest partial linear complex which
is not a linear complex. A large example of a partial linear complex is obtained in the
following way.
Consider a linear complex B and a line l not in B. Then the lines of B in a plane
on l pass through a common point. The q+1 points corresponding in this way to the
planes on l are the points of a line h that is skew to l. Thus, the (q + 1)2 lines that
meet l and h are in B. Choose from these lines a set M of q+1 mutually skew ones.
Remove the other q2 +q lines from B and adjoin the lines l and h. This gives a partial
linear complex with q3 +3 lines. Obviously, it is not a subset of a linear complex. We
show in this paper that this example is optimal. More precisely we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.1. A partial linear complex of PG(3; q) that is not contained in a linear
complex has at most q3 + 3 lines. For q =3; equality is obtained only for the above
example.
This extendability result is similar to the extendability result by Ebert et al. [3] for
caps contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5; q), q even. A k-cap is a set of k points,
no three of which are collinear. The theoretical upper bound for the size of a k-cap
contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5; q), q even, is k =(q2 + 1)(q + 2) [4]. For
q¿2, it is not known whether such ((q2 + 1)(q + 2))-caps exist; they would yield a
(0; 2)-geometries in PG(3; q), see [1]. Only a k-cap of size k =(q2 +1)(q+2)−q−1,
completely contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5; q), q even, is known. In [3], Ebert
et al. proved that any k-cap of size k¿(q2 + 1)(q+ 2)− q− 1, completely contained
in the Klein quadric of PG(5; q), q even, is extendable to a ((q2 + 1)(q + 2))-cap
completely contained in the Klein quadric. Hence, either (q2 + 1)(q + 2) − q − 1 or
(q2+1)(q+2) is the maximal size for a cap completely contained in the Klein quadric
of PG(5; q), q even, q¿2.
2. The proof
We translate the problem to the Klein quadric Q+(5; q) embedded in the projective
space PG(5; q) by using the Klein correspondence between this quadric and the lines
of PG(3; q) [5]. A partial linear complex corresponds under the Klein correspondence
to a set of points B of Q+(5; q) that does not contain three pairwise perpendicular
non-collinear points. The partial linear complex is part of a linear complex if and only
if this set lies in a non-tangent hyperplane of Q+(5; q).
The example of a partial linear complex with q3 + 3 lines of the introduction trans-
lates to the following point set of the Klein quadric. An ovoid of the 3-dimensional
hyperbolic quadric Q+(3; q) is a set of q + 1 points, no two of which belong to a
line of Q+(3; q) [6]. We call a point P of PG(5; q) singular when it belongs to the
Klein quadric. Similarly, a singular line or singular plane is a line or plane completely
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contained in the Klein quadric. We let ⊥ be the polarity of PG(5; q) with respect to
Q+(5; q).
Example 2.1. Consider Q+(5; q)⊆PG(5; q) and a non-tangent hyperplane T . Then T
meets Q+(5; q) in a 4-dimensional non-singular quadric Q(4; q). Let S be a solid of
T that meets Q+(5; q) in a 3-dimensional hyperbolic quadric Q+(3; q). Let M be an
ovoid of this Q+(3; q). The line S⊥ is a line that meets Q+(5; q) in two points P and
P′. Let B be the set consisting of the points P and P′ and all the singular points of
T except for the q2 + q singular points in S\M . Then |B|= q3 + 3 and each singular
plane meets B in collinear points.
Theorem 1.1 translates to the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that B is a set of points of Q+(5; q) that does not contain three
pairwise perpendicular non-collinear points. If |B|¿q3 + 3; then either B is contained
in a non-tangent hyperplane; or |B|= q3 + 3 and B is as in the above example; or
|B|= q3 + 3 and q=3.
From now on, we suppose that B is a complete set of at least q3 + 3 points
of Q+(5; q) that does not contain three pairwise perpendicular non-collinear
points. We shall show that B is as described in Theorem 2.2. This will also prove
Theorem 1.1.
We Krst show that it suLces to Knd a non-tangent hyperplane containing almost
all points of B. By a hyperbolic solid we mean a solid that meets Q+(5; q) in a
3-dimensional hyperbolic quadric Q+(3; q).
Lemma 2.3. If T is a non-tangent hyperplane that contains all but at most two points
of B; then either B⊆T; or B is as in the above example.
Proof. We may assume that some point P of B is not contained in T . Then S :=P⊥ ∩T
is a hyperbolic solid. As P ∈B, each of the singular lines of S can meet B in at most
one point. Thus, at most q + 1 singular points of S lie in B, that is at least q2 + q
singular points of S are not in B. As T has q3 + q2 + q+ 1 singular points, it follows
that |T ∩B|6q3 + 1. Thus |B|= q3 + 3, and |T ∩B|= q3 + 1, and the q2 + q singular
points of T that are not in B lie in S =P⊥ ∩T . Let P′ be the second point of B that is
not in T . Then the same argument shows that the q2 + q singular points of T that do
not lie in B are contained in the solid P′⊥ ∩T . This implies that P⊥ ∩B= S =P′⊥ ∩B.
Thus P and P′ are the two singular points of the line S⊥. This shows that B is as
explained in the above example.
The argument of this proof can be easily generalized to obtain the following.
Lemma 2.4. If T is a non-tangent hyperplane and if more than two points of B do
not lie in T; then |T ∩B|6 13 (2q3 + q+ 3).
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Proof. As we have seen in the above proof, each point P of B outside T gives rise to
a hyperbolic solid S =P⊥ ∩T that has the property that each singular line of S meets
B in at most one point, so that each singular line of S has at least q points that are
not in B.
Consider all hyperbolic solids S =P⊥ ∩T with points P ∈B\T . If S is such a hy-
perbolic solid, then the subspace S⊥ is a secant line of Q+(5; q), so each S can be
induced by at most two points of B\T . Hence, if c is the number of points of B\T
and b is the number of distinct solids S of T as considered above, then 2b¿c. Let
S1; : : : ; Sb be these solids.
It follows from our assumption that c¿2, which implies that b¿2. The solid S1
contains at least q singular points of T\B on each of its lines. Thus, S1 contains at
least q(q+1) singular points of T\B. Given i¿1, consider one of the classes {l0; : : : ; lq}
of mutually skew singular lines of Si. Each solid S1; : : : ; Si−1 can contain at most one
of these lines. Thus at least q+ 2− i lines li are not contained in any of S1; : : : ; Si−1.
These lines meet each of S1; : : : ; Si−1 in at most one point and also B in at most one
point, so each of these lines contains at least q+ 1− i singular points that are not in
B and not in S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si−1. Then Si contains at least (q+ 2− i)(q+ 1− i) singular
points that are not in B and not in S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Si−1. As b¿2, we conclude that at least
(q + 1)q + q(q − 1)=2q2 singular points of T do not lie in B. As T has q3 + q2 +
q+ 1 singular points and as |B|¿q3 + 3, it follows that |B∩T |6q3 − q2 + q+ 1 and
|B\T |¿q2−q+2¿2q. Then b¿q, and the number of singular points of S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sq
that do not lie in B is at least
q∑
i=1
(q+ 2− i)(q+ 1− i)=
q∑
i=1
i(i + 1)=
1
3
q(q+ 1)(q+ 2):
As T has q3 + q2 + q+ 1 singular points, this proves the statement.
Lemma 2.5. If the singular plane  meets B in a line l; then at least two points X
of \l satisfy |X⊥ ∩B|¿q2 + q+ 1.
Proof. Consider a point P of B that is not in . Then P⊥ ∩  is a line. This line
however is diMerent from l, since otherwise 〈P; l〉 would be a singular plane with non-
collinear points in B. Thus every point of B\ is perpendicular to q points of \l. It
follows that
∑
X∈\l
(|X⊥ ∩B| − q− 1)= (|B| − q− 1)q¿q2(q2 − 1) + 2q:
It follows that some point X ∈ \l satisKes |X⊥ ∩B|¿q2+q. As |X⊥ ∩B|6q2+2q+1
(since the singular planes on X meet B in at most q+1 points), there must be a second
such point in \l.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that B contains no line:
(a) We have q¿2 and some singular plane meets B in precisely q points.
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(b) If  is a singular plane with |∩B|= q; then  contains at least 2q+4 points P
with P =∈B and |P⊥ ∩B|= q2 + q.
Proof. Since B contains no lines, every plane of Q+(5; q) can meet B in at most
q points. The quadric Q+(5; q) has two families consisting of  := q3+q2+q+1 planes
such that diMerent planes of the same family intersect in a point. Let
F= {i | i=1; : : : ; } be one of these families. Every singular point lies in exactly
q + 1 members of F. It follows that |B|(q + 1)= ∑ |i ∩B|. Since |B|¿q3 + 3
and |i ∩B|6q, it follows that q =2 and that |i ∩B|= q for all but at most q2−2q−3
planes i. This proves (a).
Consider a plane  with |∩B|= q and assume without loss of generality that ∈F.
Then every other member of F meets  in a unique point. It follows that for all but
at most q2− 2q− 3 points P of , all planes of F on P meet B in precisely q points.
Thus, for 3q+4 points P ∈  all planes of F on P meet B in precisely q points. If such
a point P is not in B, and this happens at least 2q+4 times, we have |P⊥ ∩B|= q2+q.
This proves (b).
The following lemma is a key observation.
Lemma 2.7. Let P be a singular point with P =∈B. Then there exists a solid S in P⊥
with P =∈ S and P⊥ ∩B⊆ S in each of the following two cases:
(a) |P⊥ ∩B|¿q2 + q+ 1 and q¿3.
(b) The set B contains no line; and q¿4; and |P⊥ ∩B|= q2 + q .
Proof. The point P lies on 2q+2 singular planes i and i, i=0; : : : ; q, such that i ∩ j
is a line while two diMerent planes i (or i) meet only in P. As the points of i ∩B
are collinear, they lie on a line si of i. Similarly, each plane i contains a line ti that
contains all points of i ∩B. Each point of P⊥ ∩B lies on a unique line si and in a
unique line ti.
(a) We Krst consider the case that two lines si are contained in B. As P =∈B, then
P =∈ s0; s1 and hence S := 〈s0; s1〉 is a solid of P⊥ with P =∈ S. Every plane i meets s0
and s1 in a point of B and therefore every line ti meets s0 and s1. Therefore all lines
ti lie in S, which implies that P⊥ ∩B⊆ S.
Now consider the case that B contains at most one line si. As |P⊥ ∩B|¿q2 + q+1,
then B contains exactly one line si, and the remaining lines si meet B each in exactly
q points. We may assume that s0⊆B. Similarly, we may assume that all lines ti meet
B in at least q points.
Since P =∈B, we have P =∈ s0. This implies that P =∈ s1, since otherwise one of the
planes i would contain s1 and a point of s0 and would, therefore, have three non-
collinear points in B. Thus S := 〈s0; s1〉 is a solid not containing P. Exactly q of the
planes i meet s0 and s1 in a point of B and, therefore, the corresponding q lines ti lie
in the solid S. Hence, all points of P⊥ ∩B lie in S except possibly for the points of
one line ti. Assume that tq does not lie in S. Then tq is a line that meets S only in the
point X := S ∩ tq of s0. Consider a point Y of tq ∩B diMerent from X . Let i¿1 be the
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index with Y ∈ i. Since the points of i ∩B lie on the line si, we have Y ∈ si. Since
all points of P⊥ ∩B lie in S or on tq, we see that si has at most two points in B. But
si meets B in q¿3 points, a contradiction. Hence all points of P⊥ ∩B lie in S.
(b) As B contains no line and as |P⊥ ∩B|= q2 + q, every line si and every line ti
meets B in precisely q points.
Not all lines si and ti can contain P, since otherwise the set B would not be complete,
the point P could be adjoined. We may assume that s0 does not contain P and that
the lines t0; : : : ; tq−1 meet s0 in a point of B. Since all points of 0 ∩B lie on s0, it
follows that P =∈ ti for i¡q. Therefore, the solid S := 〈t0; t1〉 does not contain P. At
least q − 1 lines si meet t0 and t1 in a point of B and so the corresponding lines si
are contained in S. We may assume that s0; : : : ; sq−2 lie in S. On these q − 1 lines
lie (q − 1)q¿(q − 1)2 + 2 points of B (here we use q¿4) and, therefore, at least q
planes i meet two of these lines in a point of B. This shows that at least q lines ti
are contained in S. We may assume that t0; : : : ; tq−1 and similarly that s0; : : : ; sq−1 are
contained in S.
Then all points of P⊥ ∩B that do not lie in S lie on the line l := q ∩ q. If sq or tq
lies in S, then all points of P⊥ ∩B lie in S. If sq and tq do not lie in S, then we have
l= sq= tq, and P⊥ ∩B consists of the q points of l\{P} and the q2 singular points
of S that do not lie in l⊥. In both cases, we see that every singular line of P⊥ that
contains two points of B but does not pass through P is contained in S.
Assume the second case occurs, that is l= sq= tq. Lemma 2.6(b) shows that q
contains a point P′ with P′ =∈B, P′ =∈ l and P′ =∈ q ∩ S such that |P′⊥ ∩B|= q2 + q.
As for P, we can show that P′⊥ contains a hyperbolic solid S ′ with P′ =∈ S ′ such that
every singular line of P′⊥ that meets B in two points contains P′ or lies in S ′. Let
i be the index with P′ ∈ i (then i¡q, since P′ =∈ l). Then i ∩ S = ti and l are lines
in P′⊥ that meet B in q points and do not pass through P′. Hence ti; l⊆ S ′. But then
P′ ∈ S ′ as P′ ∈ 〈ti; l〉, a contradiction.
2.1. The case q= 2
As q=2, then |B|¿q3 + 3=11. Lemma 2.6 shows that B contains a line l. Lemma
2.5 shows that there exists a singular point P with P =∈B such that |P⊥ ∩B|¿7. In
each of the two classes of planes on P, there must be one plane that meets B in more
than two points and hence that meets B in a line. Thus we Knd two intersecting lines
l and h in P⊥ ∩B. These span a plane with Kve singular points that are all in B. One
of the two hyperbolic solids of P⊥ on this plane meets B in a further point. Let this
be S. Then |S ∩B|¿6. It is easy to see that P⊥ can contain at most one point of B that
does not lie in S. Similarly, the second tangent hyperplane on S can contain at most
one point of B that is not in S. Hence, the non-tangent hyperplane T on S contains
all but at most two points of B.
2.2. The case q= 3
First consider the case that B contains a line. Then Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 show that
there exists a hyperbolic solid that contains at least q2 + q+ 1=13 points of B. Then
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the points of B in the two tangent hyperplanes on S must lie in S. Thus one of the
two non-tangent hyperplanes on S meets B in at least (|B| − 13)=2 + 13¿20 points.
Then Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3 complete the proof.
Now consider the case that B contains no line. Note that the structure of Example 2.1
contains lines. As |B|¿q3 + 3=30, a counting argument shows that |B|=30, and that
all singular planes meet B in precisely q=3 points. Thus, there exist 40 singular lines
that meet B in three points (these will be called long lines), and every point of B lies
on q+ 1=4 of these.
Consider a singular point P that is not in B and suppose that P lies on a long line
l. As in the proof of Lemma 2.7(b), we see that there exists a solid SP ⊆P⊥ with
P =∈ SP such that P⊥ ∩B consists of the q=3 points of l\{P} and the q2 = 9 singular
points of SP that do not lie in l⊥.
Let M be the set of singular points that are on a long line but not in B. Then
every point P ∈M lies on a unique long line. As there are 40 long lines, then
|M |=40.
Let P ∈M , let l be the long line on P and put S = SP and X = l∩ S. As S is a
hyperbolic solid, then S⊥ is a secant line that contains P and a second singular point,
which we denote by NP. As NP⊥ contains S and thus the ten points of S ∩B, it follows
that NP ∈M , that S NP = S, and that NPX is the long line on NP. Thus P→ NP is a permutation
of M of order two.
Again consider a point P ∈M , the long line l on P, put S = SP and X = l∩ S.
Denote the two singular lines of S through X by h and Nh. Put h= {X;H1; H2; H3}.
Then Hi ∈M , since the unique singular line li of S on Hi with li = h is a long
line. Put Si = SHi and Xi := li ∩ Si. As H⊥i contains the long lines PX and NPX , then
Si = 〈P; NP; X; Xi〉. The point NHi lies in S⊥i = S ∩X⊥ ∩X⊥i and hence this point lies on
Nh. Then Nh= {X; NH1; NH2; NH3}. As Xi is the unique point other than X of SP that is joined
to Hi and NHi by a singular line, it follows that C := {X; X1; X2; X3} is a conic.
The union of the solids S; S1; S2; S3 contains 26 points of B: the 10 of S in B, four
further points on the lines PX and NPX , and for i=1; 2; 3, the four points of Si ∩B that
have not yet been counted.
These 26 points are determined by the hyperbolic solid S, the conic C, and the
point X ∈C. In fact, P and NP are the singular points in S⊥, and Si = 〈P; NP; X; Xi〉, and
the points of Si ∩B are Xi and the nine points of Si that are not perpendicular to Xi.
Thus, these 26 points are uniquely determined (up to isomorphism). It is easily seen
that these 26 points determine also the remaining four points of B. (These four points
lie on the two long lines other than PX and NPX on X . In fact, if NC is the conic of
singular points that are perpendicular to C, then XY with Y ∈ NC are the four long lines
on X , and XY ∩B=XY\{Y}).
Using coordinates, it can be checked that such a partial linear complex in fact exists.
It is also maximal, since the points of M cannot be adjoined to B (and these are the
only candidates).
2.3. The case q¿ 4
From now on suppose that q¿4.
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Lemma 2.8. There exist two hyperbolic solids S and S ′ that contain each at least
q2+q points of B; and such that S ∩ S ′ is a plane that meets Q+(5; q) in two singular
lines that have each at least two points in B. Also; if B contains a line; then each of
S and S ′ meets B in at least q2 + q+ 1 points.
Proof. First consider the case that B contains no line. By Lemma 2.6, there exist two
perpendicular points P and P′ that are each perpendicular to exactly q2+q points of B.
Apply Lemma 2.7 to see that the points of P⊥ ∩B lie in a hyperbolic solid S of P⊥,
and that the points of P′⊥ ∩B lie in a hyperbolic solid S ′ of P′⊥. As |P⊥ ∩B|= q2+q
and B contains no line, then every singular line of S meets B in exactly q points. Since
P′⊥ contains two singular lines of S, these must lie in S ′. Hence S ∩ S ′ is a plane.
Now consider the case that B contains a line l. By Lemma 2.5, there exists a point P
with P =∈B and |P⊥ ∩B|¿q2 +q+1. Lemma 2.7 shows that P⊥ contains a hyperbolic
solid S that contains all points of P⊥ ∩B. Since at most q singular points of S do not
lie in B, at most one of the 2q + 2 singular lines of S contains less than two points
of B. Also at least one line of each class of singular lines of S is contained in B.
Therefore, S has a singular line l′ that is contained in B and such that each of the
q + 1 singular lines h0; : : : ; hq of S that meet l′ has at least two points in B. Let ′
be the singular plane on l′ and P. By Lemma 2.5, we Knd a point P’ in ′\l′ with
P′ =P and P′ =∈ l′ and |P′⊥ ∩B|¿q2 + q + 1. By Lemma 2.7, the points of P′⊥ ∩B
are contained in a hyperbolic solid S ′ of P′⊥. As P′⊥ contains l′ and one of the lines
hi and these lines have each more than one point in B, it follows that S and S ′ meet
in one of the planes 〈l′; hi〉.
For the rest of the proof, we choose hyperbolic solids S and S ′ as in Lemma 2.8.
Then T := 〈S; S ′〉 has dimension four.
Lemma 2.9. The subspace T is a non-tangent hyperplane. Also; for every singular
line l that meets T in a unique point P; at most q− 2 points of l\{P} lie in B.
Proof. (I) The subspace T is a non-tangent hyperplane.
As |S ∩B|¿q2 + q, then at most one singular line of S meets B in less than two
points. Hence one set {l0; : : : ; lq} of q + 1 mutually skew singular lines of S has the
property that all lines li meet B in at least two points. Then no point outside S that
is perpendicular to one line li is contained in B. This implies that the two tangent
hyperplanes on S meet B only in the points of S ∩B. Thus T = 〈S; S ′〉 is a non-tangent
hyperplane.
(II) If a singular line l meets T in a unique point P and if P =∈ S ∩ S ′, then l\{P}
contains at most q− 2 points of B.
We may assume P =∈ S. Then l is skew to S. The proof of Part I shows that l meets
the two tangent hyperplanes on S in points that are not in B.
(III) If P is a point of B, then P⊥ ∩B is contained in the union of q + 1 singular
lines on P, which implies that |P⊥ ∩B|6q2 + q+ 1.
This follows from the fact that each singular plane on P meets B in collinear
points.
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(IV) If the singular line l meets T in a unique point P, then at most q − 2 points
of l\{P} lie in B.
Let P1; : : : ; Pq be the points of l\{P}, and assume that at least q−1 points Pi lie in B.
Then the two singular planes on l meet B only in the points of l∩B. This implies that
every point of B\l lies in exactly one of the q+1 tangent hyperplanes P⊥; P⊥1 ; : : : ; P⊥q .
Part II shows that the point P lies in the plane  := S ∩ S ′.
Since the two singular planes on l meet B only in the points of l∩B, we have
|P⊥ ∩B|6q2 + |l∩B| and |P⊥i ∩B|6|l∩B|+q2. We can improve this, if Pi lies in B.
To see this, consider a point Pi that lies in B. Recall that the plane = S ∩ S ′ meets
Q+(5; q) in two lines l1 and l2, and that l1 and l2 have at least two points in B.
As Pi ∈B, this implies that no singular plane on Pi contains l1 or l2. Hence Pi is
perpendicular to at most one point of l1 and to at most one point of l2. Thus, apart
from l, at most one other singular line on Pi can meet . It follows, therefore, from
Part II that at most one singular line other than l on Pi can meet B in q or q + 1
points. Then Part III gives |P⊥i ∩B|6|l∩B|+q+(q−1)(q−2)= |l∩B|+q2−2q+2.
Also, if no line on Pi is contained in B, then |P⊥i ∩B|6|l∩B|+ q2 − 2q+ 1.
First consider the case that all points Pi lie in B. Since every point of B lies in one
of the hyperplanes P⊥; P⊥1 ; : : : ; P
⊥
q , it follows that |B|6|l∩B|+ q2 + q(q2 − 2q + 2).
This contradicts |B|¿q3 + 3.
Hence, one of the points Pi is not in B. The same argument shows that every singular
line through one of the points Pi contains a point that is not in B. Hence, for the points
Pi of B we have |P⊥i ∩B|6|l∩B| + q2 − 2q + 1. Assume that q − 1 points Pi lie in
B. The unique point Pi that is not in B satisKes only |P⊥i ∩B|6|l∩B| + q2. Using
again that every point of B lies in one of the hyperplanes P⊥; P⊥1 ; : : : ; P
⊥
q , we obtain
|B|6|l∩B|+ 2q2 + (q− 1)(q2 − 2q+ 1). This contradicts |B|¿q3 + 3.
Lemma 2.10. At most 4q2−5q+1 singular lines of T meet B in less than two points.
Proof. Since |S ∩B|¿q2+q and |S ′ ∩B|¿q2+q, at most one singular line of S meets
B in less than two points and at most one singular line of S ′ meets B in less than two
points. Let M be the set consisting of the singular lines of T that meet B in less than
two points and that are not contained in S and not in S ′. As every line of T meets S
and S ′, then every line of M meets the plane  := S ∩ S ′, or contains a point of S\
that is not in B, or contains a point of S ′\ that is not in B.
The plane  meets Q+(5; q) in two lines l1 and l2. Each of the 2q + 1 points of 
lies in q + 1 singular lines of T . Also, each of these points lies in two singular lines
of S and two singular lines of S ′. Thus, the point l1 ∩ l2 lies on at most q − 1 lines
of M , and each of the other 2q singular points of  lies on at most q− 2 lines of M .
Hence, at most 2q(q− 2) + q− 1 lines of M meet .
If B does not contain a line, then |S ∩B|¿q2 + q implies that each singular line of
S meets B in q points. It follows that at most q singular points of S\ do not lie in
B. If B contains a line, then |S ∩B|¿q2 + q+1 (see Lemma 2.8) and again at most q
singular points of S\ do not lie in B. Each singular point of S\ lies on q+ 1 lines
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of T and on two singular lines of S, and thus on at most q− 1 lines of M . Hence at
most q(q− 1) lines of M meet S\ in a point outside of B. As the same holds for S ′,
we conclude that |M |62q(q − 1) + 2q(q − 2) + q − 1. As S ∪ S ′ might contain two
singular lines that meet B in less than two points, this proves the lemma.
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider one family
F= {1; : : : ; },  := q3 + q2 + q + 1, of singular planes. As the points of i ∩B
are collinear, we can Knd a line li⊆ i such that i ∩B⊆ li. Of course, if a plane i
contains at most one point of B, then there is more than one choice for li. As every
point of B lies in q+ 1 planes i, then every point of B lies in q+ 1 lines li.
Every singular line that meets B in more than one point is one of the lines li.
As T contains  singular lines, the preceding lemma shows that all but at most
m=4q2 − 5q + 1 lines li are contained in T . Lemma 2.9 shows that the lines li
that are not contained in T contain at most q− 2 points of B outside of T . As every
point of B lies in q+ 1 lines li, it follows that the number of points of B that are not
in T is at most m(q− 2)=(q+ 1).
Using |B|¿q3+3 and q¿3, it follows that |T ∩B|¿ 13 (2q3+q+3). Then Lemma 2.4
shows that at most two points of B do not lie in T , and Knally Lemma 2.3 completes
the proof of Theorem 2.2 and the equivalent Theorem 1.1.
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